Controlling Hazardous Situations
Controlling Hazardous Situations looks at ways to recognize hazards and control them before they become incidents. The program goes over the unsafe actions and conditions that can lead to incidents and ends with scenarios that allow viewers to practice recognition and control techniques.
2016, 16 min, English DVD: GEN-055D

Process Safety: Employee Awareness
This program helps employees understand why certain process safety procedures are so important and helps motivate them to follow proper procedures. Topics include: employee participation, management of change, incident investigation, and compliance audits.
2008, 15 min, English, Spanish & Portuguese DVD: THS-075DT

Safe in 8: Office Ergonomics
Topics covered in this program include: musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs); how to lift properly; slips, trips and falls; fire and flammable materials; Emergency Action Plan; and stress.
2006, 8 min, English, Spanish & Portuguese DVD: OFF-011DT

Safety Matters: Machine Guarding
Learning objectives for this program include mechanical hazard locations, hazards from mechanical motions, hazards from mechanical actions, and safeguards when working with machines. It includes a brief overview of the hazards of working with machinery, the general types of machine safeguards, and how avoid injury.
2016, 9 min, English DVD: TLS-061D

Anhydrous Ammonia
Anhydrous Ammonia covers basic facts about the substance, personal protection measures and outlines effective emergency guidelines. It also looks at how ammonia affects your body, how to avoid personal exposure, and how to prevent an anhydrous ammonia release.
2013, 19 min, English DVD: THS-074D

Material Handling Equipment Safety: The Ups and Downs
Aimed at drivers, dock workers and warehouse employees, this program discusses how to avoid injury when employees use or come in contact with material handling equipment. It only briefly addresses forklifts, concentrating instead on pallet jacks and including discussion of stackers, hand trucks, powered conveyors, and dock levelers and plates.
2004, 25 min, English DVD: MHS-066KD
**Electrical Safety: Training for Unqualified Employees**

This program covers the basic training needs of unqualified employees, and serves as refresher training for qualified employees. Topics include: The basics of electricity; electrical hazards, lockout/tagout procedures, proper use of PPE, preventing incidents, and what to do in the event of an emergency.

*2016, 25 min, English DVD Kit: ELE-049KD
   Spanish DVD Kit: ELE-049KDS*

**The Lethal Strike: Procedures for Properly Managing Injection Injuries**

This presentation covers: typical causes of injections injuries; what to do and what not to do if an employee suffers an injection injury; how to manage the injury; and the responsibilities of everyone involved. Includes two five-minute bonus presentations, one with a medical doctor and one with a hand surgeon.

*2008, 15 min, English DVD: TLS-060D
   Spanish DVD: TLS-060DS*